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Identity Solutions Experts

There’s an old saying “if all you have is a hammer, every problem looks like a nail”. That’s not us.
A small company better be good at something. With a niche focus since 1991, we have become
“Identity Solutions Experts” - providing pragmatic, high-value solutions to identity challenges.

IDENTITY SOLUTIONS
Critical business processes for any organization start with getting identities right. Whether it is finding an identity, seeing across an enterprise, or knowing relationships, a simple mistake at the start creates expensive downstream events.
Our core strength is delivering Identity Solutions using IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management (MDM), Identity Insight,
Big Data, and Predictive Analytics technologies. In fact, we were building identity solutions long before Gartner coined
the term “Master Data Management” so we could attend conferences and worry about a “magic quadrant”.

HEALTHCARE - We help Providers and Payers meet todays realities of accelerating change, increasing cost pressures,
and stakeholder demands for faster benefits. Registries, E.H.R. Indexes, and Patient/Provider Identity Hubs enhance data
integrity to control costs, detect fraud, improve outcomes, increase patient safety, and manage clinical risk.
GOVERNMENT - Solutions for government to be more accessible and effective. Citizen Registries facilitate a “single window to government”. Secure Registries link departments like Education, Social Services, Justice & Health so care workers
can more effectively manage troubled families. Business Registries ensure governments maximize revenues.
ENFORCEMENT - Solving most business problems, we want identities to link. Sometimes, people work hard to avoid this.
Using IBM Identity Insight and Infosphere MDM we work with enforcement agencies to discover unknown or non-obvious
relationships related to background checks, persons of interest investigations, and identity / organizational fraud.
TELECOM - We help Telecom providers get a 360o view of customers across all their lines of business. Our Identity solutions link customers into geographic and economic households for greatly enhanced and more effective marketing / crosssell opportunities. Finally, a 360o degree view enhances customer support and enables third party franchise partners.

INNOVATIVE - AGILE - PROVEN - QUALITY
We choose our words carefully and we live by them. We are committed to researching and developing new innovative
solutions. As a small company we are flexible - an agility you don’t find with larger companies. We are proud of the
investment in training, tools, and mentoring we make in our people every year and we bring strong references to show
our solutions are proven and delivered with quality. But don’t take our word for it - test us or speak to our clients.

IMT is a Premier IBM Information
Management parter certified in big
data, information management and
analytics.
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